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1. Introduction
With extrasolar planet detection becoming more commonplace, the frontiers of extrasolar
planet science have moved be yond detection to the observations required to determine
planetary properties. Once the existin g
 observational challenges have been overcome, the
first visible-light studies of extrasolar Earth-sized planets will likely employ filter
photometry or low-resolution. spectroscopy to observe disk-integrated radiation from the
unresolved planet. While spectroscopy of these targets is highly desirable (e.g. Ides
Marais 2002), and provides the most robust form of characterization. SfN considerations
presently Iimit spectroscopic measurements of extrasolar worlds. Broadband filter
photometry
 will thus serve as a first line of characterization.
The most ambitious mission concepts for visible light spectroscopic and photometric
characterization of extrasolar planets include lame space based telescopes that will
employ coronographic imagers or occulters (e.g. Levine et al,, 2009: Cash, 2006) to
greatly reduce the brightness of the parent star and reveal the fainter planet (Trainer &
Traub_ 2007). The James Webb Space Telescope, currently under construction and
planned to launch in 2014, may provide a more immediate coronographic capability for
extrasolar planet studies if it can be paired with a free flying occulter spacecraft
(Soummer et al., 2009).
Visual inspection of Solar System planets reveals an array of planetary, colors, resulting
from the diversity of atmospheric and surface composition and structure. While this
handful of planets will not filly- represent the diversity to be found even in the 430-
planets now known. these are the only ones for which we can currently obtain multi-
wavelength visible photonietry.
Previous attempts to obtain disk-integrated spectra or photometry of the Earth and Mars
have been made by interplanetary=
 spacecraft en route to other targets in the Solar System.
The first spacecraft mission dedicated to whole-disk Earth observations as a principal
scientific goal is the Extrasolar Observation and Characterization (EPOCh) investigation,
which is part of NASA's EPDXI mission (Ballard. 2009; Cowan, 20)09). EPOCh utilized
the Deep Impact (DI) flyby- spacecraft to provide tirne-resolved multi-wavelength
medium-band filter photometry and moderate:-resolution spectroscopy of the Earth as an
analog experiment for photometric observations of an extrasolar Earth-like planet. These
data were taken from distances of 0.18-0. i U, providing multi-wavelength coverage of
fir=e full rotations of the Earth from equatorial and polar views. and over several seasons
(Livengood et aL 2010). EPOCh observed a transit of the Earth b y the Moon in May
1.008, facilitating a comparison between two terrestrial bodies with significantly differing
surface properties (Deming et al. 2007). dear the end of the mission. medium-band filter
photometry of Mars was also obtained.
In this paper we use EPOCh filter photometry of the Earth.. Moon and Mars_ model
spectra. and previous photometric and spectroscopic observations of a range the solar
systez ^ planets. Titan, and Moon to explore the limitations of using color as a baseline for
The EPOCh investigation. planned five observations of Earth for 2008. EarthObs4,
presented here, was conducted over exactly 24 fours beginning approximately 20:00 LET.
28 Mai? 2008 and included a transit of Earth be the Moon, see Figure Ia. This sequence
provided contemporaneous photometry and spectroscope of the Moon and Earth. It also
allowed for observations of the far side of the Moon. which is not visible from Earth due
to the Moon's svnchronous rotation. The illuminated re-ion of the Moon in the Mav 2008
images spanned from 160' W to 260' W longitudes (approximately half of the lunar far
side) and the phase angle for both Earth and Moon averaged 75.1'. An. additional set of
calibration data from .Ianuary
 16. 2005 was used to anal, ze the near side lunar reflectance
for comparison with the far side data. Approximately 2/3 of the illuminated surface of the
front side of the Moon was visible in the calibration images and encompassed the
southeast near side Balmer crater regions, see Figure lb ( Maxwell & Andre 1981). The
phase angle for these images was 97.6°. In addition to lunar and Earth data, we analyzed
64 sets of full-dish: observations of Mars collected over a 24-hour period starting oil.
November 20, 2009. The observations covered a nearly complete rotation period of Mars
at a phase angle of 37' (Figure I c). See. "fable I for details on observation parameters for
A data sets.
Figure I a,b,c
Table 1
The I:POCh. observations were taken using the High Resolution Instrument (HRI) on the
Deep Impact flyby spacecraft (Hampton el al. 2005), a 0.3m f135 optical. Cassegrain
telescope equipped with a 9-position Filter wheel and CCD camera. Two of the positions
have broadband white light filters centered at 650 nm and the other seven are medium-
band filters with I00nm bandwidths evenly spaced. between 300 --- 1000 nm (Hampton et
al. 2005). Images of the Earth and Moon were taken through the 350. 750 and 950 nm
filters hourly and through the remaining medium-band Filters every 15 minutes, with
exposure times ranging from 8-73 ms depending on the filter throughputs. See "fable 2
for a list of filter center wavelen gths and exposure times. We used eight of the 12 sets of
lunar transit observations for our analysis. The remaining four sets were discarded.
because either the Moon was transiting Earth or the gradient of scattered Earthlight
across the Moon was too large for a single background value subtraction.
Table
. EPDXI DataProcessing
The rave data from the DI spacecraft are processed through a calibration pipeline that
converts the raw data numbers into ineasured flux in units of W'fm^'Isr for a given.
bandpass. In the pipeline, the images are first decompressed. saturated pixels are flagged,
and a dark frame is subtracted. Crosstalk functions are then applied to eliminate ghosts of
the other three quadrants of the CCD. and the images are divided. by the flat field to
mitigate pixel-to-pixel variations. The HRI uses a frame-transfer CCD. so  a desmearing
process is necessary to correct for residual persistent smear left by bright objects during,
s
surface composition and the texture of their regolith (Soderblot 1992; Roush et al. 1993,
McKay et al. 1993). Each body experienced differentiation soon after it formed, followed
by an extended period of regolith formation primarily from repeated impacts during the
Late Heavy Bombardment period of solar system evolution (3.8-4.1 Gy ago) (Tera et al.
1974). Photons hitting the regolith surface are both scattered from grain boundaries and
absorbed and reradiated after interacting with the minerals in the sail (Burns 1993; Hapke
2001).
In the case of the Moon., the regolith contains minerals.. glass and nano-phase iron (Pieters
et al. 2000). The steep slope towards the NIR in the lunar data is primarily due to the
continuously varying absorption coefficient of n.anop ase iron that is produced by
reduction of Fe and vapor deposition resulting from micrometeorite bombardment of the
lunar surface. A large portion of the observed region of the lunar far side encompasses
the South Pole Aitken. Basin. which is enriched in rnafic minerals relative to the near side
(Nakamura et al. 2009)_ Charge transfer interactions with Fe ?_-^ on the surface are
responsible for the 950 nm absorption in the lunar spectrum (Lucey et al. 1998). It is
important to note here that the 950 nm absorption cannot be due to the hydrated materials
on the surface of the Moon detected by Sunshine et al. (2009) using the DI Medium
Resolution. Instrument (MRI) and the high resolution near-IR spectrometer. The amount
of lunar water is too small for its absorption effects to be measureable in the loin spectral
resolution HRI filter data.
In the case of Mars.. the surface likel y consists of tine-grained loess-like material as
discussed in Singer et al. (1.992). Surface mineral components containin g optically active
absorption bands in the risible are a combination of charge transfer absorption and spin-
forbidden crystal field transitions due to Fe' and lje'- cations in ilrnenite and pyroxene
minerals. If the linear nature of the UV absorption in the lunar spectrum in indicative of
the presence of nano-phase iron, it would appear that the disk-integrated Mars spectrum.
in not influenced by nano-phase iron.
Figure 4
4_4. The Earth
The dish-integrated reflectance spectrum of Earth shown in Figure 4 exhibits a steep
incline towards I I V wavelengths and is relatively flat at green to NIR wavelengths. The
fiat shape of the spectrum at longer wavelengths is attributed to clouds. Although.. a slight
rise in. Earth's reflectivity from the 650 nm filter to the 850 nm filter is due to the fact that
many surfaces on fl arth (e.g.. sails.. sands, vegetation) are more reflective at NIR
wavelengths than at visible wavelengths. Art absorption feature can be seen in the 950 nm
filter due to a strong eater band located within this wavelength range (Traub 2003 ).
The increase in Earth's reflectance towards the UV is the result of Rayleigh scattering in
the atmosphere. To investigate the significance of Rayleigh scattering in our Furth data.
we produced two simulated high-resolution Earth spectra using. the N ASA Astrobiology
Institute's Virtual Planetary, Laboratory (VPI-) 3-D spectral Earth model (Robinson et al.
2010) and convolved there with the HRI filter transmission. curves, see Figure 5. In the
first spectrum. (solid line). realistic; Rayleigh scattering is assumed and a rise in
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comparison with the EPOCh data. Figure 6 shows a comparison. between the I POCK and
Irvine data sets.
Figure 6
The terrestrial worlds, other than the Earth, are all less reflective in the UV than in the
1vIR. Mercury, an airless body, has a reflectance spectrum increasing steadily from the
U'V to the iR due to light interactions with surface minerals (Vitas 1985). The 1Vlercurian
soil is love in Fe with f 2-3 wt% at its surface. so  Fe is not a major contributor to charge
transfer slope in the reflectance of Mercury (McClintock et al. 2008). The visible colors
of Mercury are not diagnostic of the surface mineral composition.
The reflectivity of Venus shoes a depression. its the U I V and a relatively flat reflectance
from the Green and NIR filters. Venus has a thicker atmosphere unlike the airless bodies
discussed previously. so its atmospheric structure and composition are solely- responsible
for the planet's colors. Venus' opaque atmosphere contains several distinct layers of
sulphuric acid clouds. which are distinguished b y their aerosol particle size. The cloud
deck which is primarily- responsible for Venus' high reflectivity is located between about
50-80 km in altitude (Marov et al., 1973; Marov, 1978). Extinction optical depths through
the Venusian haze (which extends up to about 90 km in. altitude) and the upper cloud
deck reach unity by about 30mbar (Knollenberg et al. 1980). so no appreciable amount of
Rayleigh scattering can occur. The effects of a ­UV absorber" can be seen. in the
reflectance spectrum of Venus bluewards of about 650 rim. The absorption efficiency of
this substance increases between 650 to 300 nm, explaining the drop in Venus'
reflectivity at blue wavelengths (Pollack et al. 1980). The flat reflectance of Venus'
reflectivity curve beyond about 650 nm is explained b y the sulphuric acid droplets
essentially non-absorptive behavior at visible wavelengths (Crisp 1986).
In addition to Irvine's photometric data, we used high spectral resolution., full-disk
reflectance data for Jupiter, Saturn, t)ranus, Neptune, and Titan from Karkoschka (1994).
The observations were collected at the European Southern Observatory and Span the
wavelength range of 300 to 1000 nm at phase angles of 9,8'...2.7 .1 0.6°, 0.4", and 2.7',
respectively. We convolved these spectra with the H.RI filter transmission curves to
determine the medium band reflectance spectra of the five bodies. An overlay of the
high-resolution reflectance spectrum of Jupiter from Karkoschka (1994) and the HRI
filter transmission curves are seen in Figure 7 and the computed broadband photometric
reflectance values for the Jovian worlds are shown in figure 8.
Figure 7
Uranus and Neptune are unique in that their reflectance spectra are relatively flat at blue
and t^" wavelengths while containing strong absorption features in the red and MR. A
perfectly scattering, semi-infinite atmosphere consisting of pure 112 would have a
wavelength-independent, zero-phase reflectance of about 0.8 (Prather 1974), which is
about 30-=I0% larder than the reflectance values reported b y Karkoschka (1994. 1998) for
tiranus and Neptune at short wavelengths_ The discrepancy between the theoretical value
Q
McKay 1995: Tomoasko et al. 2008). As a result. Titan's reflectance spectrum decreases
steadily from 650 nrm to UV wavelengths. Methane absorption dominates Titan's
reflectance spectrum longward of 650 nm. Although these features are not as strong as
those in the spectra of Uranus and Neptune, the 850nm and 950nm HRI filters show
marked decreases in "titan's reflectance due to methane absorption..
5. Discussion
The objective of our study was to analyze the colors of the planets within our solar
system and use them to create a baseline for characterizing extrasolar planets. Traub
(2003) discusses the benefits of using color to broadly characterize the types of planets
detected by Terrestrial Planet Findier and other similar missions. Similar to his analysis.
we used data from Irvine et al. (1968) and Karkoschka (1994)
  to reproduce the colors of
terrestrial and Jovian worlds. We additionally presented photometric observations of the
Earth. Moon, and Mars taken with the DI spacecraft. Our data improves upon Traub's
study. in which Earths colors '" ,-ere from Earthshine and modeled Earth spectra and Mars'
colors, from ground based data that is contaminated by the terrestrial atmosphere.
Traub proposed using a color-color diagram and. defined three broadband filters. 400 to
600. 600 to 800, and 800. to 1000 nm. Although his choice of bandpasses separates
planets into groups. he acknowledges that the filter selection could be improved upon.
The Dl IIRI afforded us the opportunities to observe Earth, Moon, and Mars from space,
explore a range of filter combinations, and to determine the optimal filters for
distinguishing between different types of planets. We chose the three filter combinations
that reveal Earth's unique characteristics and partitioned the solar system bodies into
color groups. figure 9 shows the resulting color-color diagram of the reflectance of eight
planets plus Titan and the Moon through the 1JRI 350, 550, and 850 nm filters. The ratio
betvveen the 350 and 550 nrn filters is plotted on the vertical-axis and the ratio between
the 850 and 550 nm filters is plotted on the horizontal axis. The lines where these ratios
are equal to unity are also shown and the Sun's position. is at their intersection.
Figure 9
The ratio between. the 350 and 550 nm filter in figure 9 characterizes blue and LTV
reflectance. Earth, Uranus, and Neptune :fall above or near the line of unity, meaning that
they are blue or white. The increase towards UV wavelengths in the reflectance of these
worlds is due to Rayleigh scattering ire their atmospheres. Uranus and Neptune also have
Raman scattering and fl,S or hydrocarbon absorption in their atmospheres consequently
reducing the effect of Rayleigh scattering. If ll 2 S and other hy drocarbons where not
present in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune, the planets would have 30-40%
hi €o=her reflectance at shorter v avelenahs. Earth is therefore the bluest of the planets
because it has no absorbing species that counter Rayleigh scattering. This suggests that
the ratio of reflectance at 350 and 550 nm could be used to detect the presence of a
Raylei-h scattering atmosphere. However. the ratio is limited in determining the absence
of Rayleigh scattering_ As seen in the spectrum of Saturn, atmospheric absorption can
overpower the effects Rayleigh scattering and result in a decrease in LTV reflectance.
some of the same physical processes responsible for Earth's colors are present on the
extrasolar world. Future work will explore the effects of different combinations of
physical processes on the colors of extrasolar planets. Model spectra of various potential
planets may help determine if our filter choices are optimal for extrasolar planet
characterisation.
6. Conclusion
This work uses. EPOC'h HRl observations of the Earth, Moon, and Mars in addition to
previous full-disk observations of the other six solar system planets and Titan to analyze
the limitations of using photometric colors to characterize extrasolar planets. We
determined that the 350, 550, and 850 nm lJRI filters were optimal for characterizing
planetary colors by producing a color-color plot using relative full-disk reflectance:
through these filters. The ratio between the 350 and 550 nm filters can be used to
determine the presence of Rayleigh scattering with all the bodies containing appreciable
Rayleigh scattering having 350:550 > 1.. The ratio between 850 and 550 nrn filters divides
the worlds into three groups: those with strong methane absorbing atmospheres, with
non-absorbing cloudy atmospheres. and with no atmospheres. The effect of using all
three filters is that Earth is unique because it is the only body with a Rayleigh scattering
non-absorbing cloudy- atmosphere in our solar system as gleaned from disk-integrated
observations.
Using these photometric colors. we find the Earth is easily distinguished from other solar
system planets. As in this study, detailed conclusions that can be drawn about exoplanet
atmospheres simply from a color-color plot are limited due to potentially competing
physical processes in the atmosphere. For example.. there are multiple mechanisms that
can produce low UV reflectance and high IR reflectance. In the LiV, both aerosol
absorption and charge transfer with surface materials cause a decrease in relative
reflectance. In the IR., both cloudy, non-absorbing atmospheres and crystal field
absorptions on planetary- surfaces produce 850:550 ratios greater than cane. We are able to
distinguish between the different physical processes responsible for planetary colors only
through anal ysis of higher resolution spectroscopy. Nevertheless, a generation of
telescopes capable of collecting such photometric observations can serve a critical role in
first order characterisation and constraining. the population of Earth-like- extrasolar
planets. Such missions will function as a cost efficient precursor for guiding the next
generation of missions with advanced spectroscopic capabilities.
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NIR due to charge transfer of low-iron silicates. This figure demonstrates that Earth is the
only body with an increase in reflectivity towards UV wavelengths due to Rayleigh
scattering.
Figure 7: Karkoschka (1994) high-resolution spectrum of Jupiter overlaid with HRI-VIS
filter transmission curves (Hampton et al. 2005).
Figure 8: Karkoschka (1994) high-resolution spectra and equivalent I-IRI reflectance
values computed by convolution with fIRI-VIS filter transmission functions. The
reflectance of Jupiter, Saturn. and Titan have absorption due to aerosols in the UV.
1. ranus and Neptune have competing aerosol absorption and Ra y leigh scattering causing
their reflectivity to be flat UV spectra. All fi re bodies exhibit varying amounts of
methane absorption in the NIR.
Figure 9: Color-color plot with ratio of reflectance in HR1 350 and 550 nm filters on the
vertical axis and 850 and 550 nm filters on the horizontal axis. The lines of unity are
plotted for reference and the Sun's radiance resides at the intersection of the two lines.
Bodies with 350:550 >1 have atmospheres dominated by Rayleigh scattering: and those
with 350:550 <1 are dominated by
 atmospheric or charge-transfer absorption. Although
350:550 is diagnostic of the presence of Rayleigh scattering it is not sufficient to
determine its absence. The 850:550 groups the bodies into three regions: (1) airless
bodies on the right. () intermediate cloudy atmospheres near unity.. and (3) strong NIR
absorbing atmospheres on the left. The Earth is the only body that resides in the upper
right quadrant of the diagram due to Rayleigh scattering in. its intermediate cloudy
atmosphere.
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